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RecoI1rlmend that USCIS cease op'eration of the Chicago lockbox upon the expiration
of its c=urrent Memorandum ofUJllderstanding (September 30, 2005) with the U.S.
Depar1ment of Treasury due to:

A. Inefficient shipment of fil(~s between US CIS offices, resulting in tracking and
management challenges;

B. Inefficient processing witJJLin the Chicago Lockbox, resulting in delays in
issuing receipts to immigr:ation customers; and

C. Insufficient guidance and oversight within the Chicago Lockbox which have
resulted in valid filings being incorrectly rejected and returned to
immigration customers.

The relationship between USCIS and the Department of Treasury (Treasury) has been
in development for many years due to recommendations made in various General
Accotmting Reports, audits, and Office of Inspector General reports over the past fifteen
years IDflegacy Immigration and Naturalization Service and US CIS as a major detriment
to goold, sound financial performance. USCIS' core business is adjudicating immigration
applications and conferring benefits on those who are eligible, not managing receipts
associated with those benefits. UnEortunately, there have been employees over the years
who have not taken their fiduciary responsibilities with the degree of seriousness that it
merits and in other cases, adequate checks and balances as well as adequate equipment
was ThDt in place to secure these resources. One of the solutions to managing the receipts
was to entrust it to Treasury officials who manage resources for much of the rest of the

federall government.

lrhe USCIS has developed a business strategy over a number of years that insures
consistency in filing, fee receipting;, processing, and adjudicating. Part of this business
strategy includes turning over the fee receipting to another government entity whose core
busiru~ss is processing of fees so that the USCIS could focus on its core business areas of
adjudication benefit applications. 'This business system supports our vision of the future
wher~: electronic adjudications and the elimination of time wasted handling paper files
will be our reality.

The Ombudsman has identified many problems in this recommendation that have
been :a challenge to the start-up of the lockbox operation. It is true that setting up the case
resolution unit took longer and delayed receipting and file movement longer than
expec:ted. Also, this problem and i)ome others delayed the movement of files from one
location to another due to case resolution issues at the lockbox. Unfortunately, these
problems occurring at the beginnirlg of adjudicative processes have had a downstream
rippling effect on subsequent oper:ltional steps. However, it is our sense that we have
overcome these challenges, put in processes and procedures to mitigate or eliminate such
problems in the future, and address the impact of the problems that these initial problems

creau~d.

Although the Ombudsman has argued for a different approach to adjudications, this
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recommendation would be a step b:l.Ckward in modernizing our adjudication processing
and does not seem to fulfill the spirit of advancing best practices for which the US CIS is
committed. The USCIS is committ(~d to making this process efficient and effective so that
the resources we have can be dedicated to our core business areas.
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